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Dolomite Melody is a neat, stylish rollator with features that far outstrip the competitors. 
Low weight, even though the frame is made of steel. Simple adjustment thanks to clear, safe 
functions. Easy to handle as it can be folded and stands in the folded position. Robust wireless 
braking system. Everything with a high standard 

Melody turns life into a dance. – Are you going to join in?

Features and options

Melody

Wireless, integrated brakes

No brake cable to get caught up. Components in stainless steel 
for long life. Patented braking mechanism with tried and tested 
function. 

Stands in folded position

Standing when folded makes the rollator easier to park and store 
on a small surface. Push the seat to get the rollator to operating 
position.

Easier to walk and reach things

The seat is secure and comfortable. It can be folded up to gain 
more space for walking and to make it easier opening doors or 
reaching things for example kitchen tops.

Infinite adjustment

Precise height and angle of the push handles can be set. In this 
way, the rollator can be customized for different arm lengths and 
hand positions.

The unique adjustment possibilities with three height models and a 
wide range of accessories makes Dolomite Melody into one of the 
most flexible rollators on the market.

Tray 

For transportation of a cup of coffee 
or similar. Can be moved to a table.
Art no. 70311

Cane holder 

Makes the cane easily 
accessible.
Art no. 12606

Backrest 

A comfortable and safe support to 
lean against. Mounted on the handles 
and therefore follows the height 
adjustment. 
Art no. 12628 Melody M-L
Art no. 12629 Melody S



Features and options

Basket 

Positioned high on the 
rollator so that the user 
will not lose balance when 
handling the basket.
Art no. 12540: Melody M-L
Max load capacity 10 kg.
Art no. 12542: Melody S
Max load capacity 7 kg.

Slow-down brake 

A safety feature 
preventing the walker 
from rolling away. 
Perfect for gait training 
and one handed 
solutions.
Art no.  1452396-L (left)
 1452396-R (right)

Hanging bag 

Provides extra room when 
the basket is quickly filled. 
Can be combined with 
oxygen cylinder holder. 
Art no. 12523

Drip-feed holder 

Holds drip feed on place. 
Height adjustable. No 
tools needed. 
Art no. 12547 (Not 
available for Melody S)

Kerb-climber 

“Pedal” that simplifies 
passing kerbs or similar. 
Mounted on the right side. 
Art no. 12563

Wheel guard

Protects clothing from 
being dirty from wheel 
splash. 
Art no. 12544 (pair)

Adapt handle set

Can be adapted to 
completely optional 
hand position.
Can only be ordered as 
complete product.
Art no. 
12010-44-21 ADAPT 
Melody L
12012-44-21 ADAPT 
Melody M
Not available for Melody 
S.

HP-handle set

Adaptation for one- 
handed/stroke patients. 
Can only be ordered as 
complete product. 
Art no. 
12010-44-21 HPL (left): 
Melody L
12010-44-21 HPR (right): 
Melody L
12012-44-21 HPL (left): 
Melody M
12012-44-21 HPR (right): 
Melody M
Not available for  
Melody S.

Screw instead of knob 

Replace height 
adjustment knob with the 
screw when adjustment is 
not desired.
Art no. 13655 (pair)

Tall push handles

Adjust the maximum 
height of push handles 
by 40 mm.
Fits Melody S only.
Art no. 13548-S (pair)

One-hand brake

Makes it possible to activate 
both brakes with one hand. 
Can only be ordered as 
complete product.
Art no.
12010-44-21L (left) 
Melody L
12010-44-21R (right) 
Melody L
12012-44-21L (left) 
Melody M
12012-44-21R (right) 
Melody M
Not available for Melody S.

Oxygen cylinder holder 

The oxygen cylinder 
is centrally positioned 
on the rollator and 
thereby provides good 
maneuverability despite 
its weight. Fits most 
cylinders. 
Art no. 12683 



Frame colour

RAL 1035

7.3 kg
7.7 kg
7.9 kg

200 mm
200 mm
200 mm

Width between 
outside wheels

WIDTH BETWEEN OUTSIDE 
WHEELS

 
Depth

Width between 
wheels

WIDTH BETWEEN WHEELS

Overall height Seat height
Width between 

handles

WIDTH BETWEEN HANDLES

Wheel diameter

Load capacity

MAX. USER WEIGHT

Max. user weight
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Three heights (push handles and seat)

Technical data

Melody S

Melody M

Melody L

545 mm
630 mm
630 mm

645 mm
650 mm
680 mm

485 mm
550 mm
550 mm

660-810 mm 
710-910 mm 
790-990 mm

485 mm
530 mm
610 mm

370 mm
420 mm
420 mm

135 kg
135 kg
135 kg

Melody S

Melody M

Melody L

For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please refer to 
your local Invacare website.

MELODY M

Art no. 12012-44-21

MELODY S

Art no. 12014-44-21

MELODY L

Art no. 12010-44-21

Width folded

200 mm
260 mm
320 mm


